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Background to this discussion
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Grown out of a review for a DFID-funded project –
Education Data, Research & Evaluation in Nigeria 
(EDOREN), Oxford Policy Management, Shefali Rai
Overarching goal: Originally, identify policy ideas for 
the new Nigerian government, trying to braoden
Lant roped me into this as a pinch hitter (“update on 
Nigeria work….”)



Methodology: comparator countries

� Examine South Africa, Brazil, India and Indonesia to draw lessons for 
Nigeria. 

� All are large, low/middle-income countries in which sub-national tiers of 
government play a major role in the education sector (“Federal”). 

� Like Nigeria, all four are major emerging markets facing the challenge of 
ensuring that their education systems are able to generate the skills required 
to sustain growth. 

� For each, look at reform episodes over the past 25 years that 
– have been undertaken at the “federal” level, and 
– encompass changes to multiple aspects of education policy and delivery. 
– Focus on particular elements of the reform episodes considered most 

relevant to Nigeria.



The comparator countries

   
Country Reform episodes Elements of reform that have been focussed on 

South 
Africa 

Post-apartheid education 
reforms 

• Various aspects of education financing including the equitable 
share formula and fee exemptions  

• The role of school governing bodies 

India 

1. District Primary 
Education Programme 
(DPEP) 
2. Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan 
(SSA; Education for all) 

• Community involvement in school management 
• District-level planning 
• In-service teacher training 
• The use of contract teachers 
• The education management information system 

Indonesia 
Post-Suharto Reformasi 
(reformation) 

• School-based management 
• Teacher allowances, certification and teacher distribution 
• Islamic schooling system 

Brazil 

1. Fernando Henrique 
Cardoso’s reforms 
2. Luiz Ignacio Lula da 
Silva’s reforms 

• School financing: FUNDEF and FUNDEB 
• Division of responsibilities across different tiers of government 
• Student assessments 
• Curriculum reforms 

   
 The Nigeria reform episodes: two reforms: Universal Primary Education (UPE), 

and the on-going Universal Basic Education (UBE) Programme.  



Key theme: what qualifies as ‘rigorous evidence’ when 
analysing system-wide reforms?

The backdrop
� Growing use of RCTs and quasi-experimental studies to identify 

what governments should do to improve education outcomes
� Specific interventions vs systemic factors
� Implementation and political economy of reform

How to strengthen the performance of education 
systems?
� RCTs are often too narrowly focussed or hard to scale up (Kenya)
� Can an accountability framework help with this?
� Is this a credible way to assess reforms, and to draw ‘lessons’ from 

the experiences of other countries?



System, therefore system analysis (Thanks to Luis Crouch)

� One useful def:
– Boxes (functions, such as assessment, teacher coaching, setting 

standards for books, etc.) linked by arrows (flows of information, 
control/accountability, and money)

� Many ways to lay it out:
– Can focus on functions and layers of government, can focus on actors
– Any (many) specification(s) of “boxes and arrows” that helps

� May or may not have a explicit goal, if goals are implicit they may not be 
publicly admissible 

� But all systems produce systematic results (“emergent property” aspect of 
complexity theory), so you can suss out the implicit goals

� Hence, systems study:
– Is each box functioning well? Functioning at all?
– Do the arrows function?àIs the system coherent?  (E.g., don’t ask for X 

and expect Y.)
– How do the boxes and arrows and rules of the game drive the emergent 

property (ies) or explicit and implicit goals?



The basic accountability framework: WDR04
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Accountability framework for Education
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Afghan Stability, Complex system! Political Economy?

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/04/27/world/
27powerpoint.html



Paring it down: Network Map Afghanistan

But I degress…



“…those who view increased educational accountability as a lever 
for ‘reforming’ the educational sector…. are likely to be severely 
disappointed.” -- Henry M. Levin, 1974

� Reasons are political and institutional in nature rather than 
technical. 

� 1) difficulty designing reforms that increase accountability system-
wide; 

� 2) likelihood that reforms will not be implemented as designed; 
and 

� 3) recognition that even successfully increasing accountability 
(when defined narrowly as performance on measurable outcomes, 
e.g. test scores) may not yield either a substantively different 
school system or improved outcomes if there are no changes in 
major social, economic, and political institutions. 
– institutional case study approach to complement emphasis on randomized 

experiments that generally analyze a focused “accountability” intervention.
– Implies political economy and “historical” approaches
– replicability of a successful 



Policy Process Theory – How does policy change occur?  

Advocacy Coalition Framework, (Sabatier, 1988)
– Policy is an ongoing outcome of contests for power at the policy subsystem, or 

micro-implementation (Elwood, 1989) level as well as higher levels of 
governance structures. 

– Policy outcomes are determined by the dominant coalition within a subsystem, 
such as school administration fiscal decision-making.

– Coalitions are groups of people in three levels:
÷ Deep, core members – very strong, shared cultural and ideological beliefs 

affinity for one another – change is infrequent.  E.g. Conservative versus 
progressive; Catholic versus secular.

÷ Policy core members – cultural and ideological beliefs lead to strong 
preferences for shared policy outcomes, although they may differ with 
respect to beliefs and ideology – change is infrequent; E.g. Catholic 
Church allied with socialists on school subsidies for indigent,  students.

÷ Secondary members – rational choice or rational strategic alliances –
change is frequent and often determines the dominant coalition – E.g., 
teachers unions allied with school administrators to support increased 
educational funding.  

– Many other frameworks: Kingdon’s Policy Windows, Ambiguity-Conflict Model, 
Social Construction Framework – Schneider and Ingram (1993).



Applying the framework as a Political Economy Approach: 
Taking stock of reforms in a particular context

� Carry out a literature review
� Pay attention to implementation failures, political economy factors
� Link reforms to the accountability framework
o Example 1: School based management committees

à Objectives
à Implementation failures
à Do SBMCs have the potential to fundamentally alter client power?

o Example 2: Education data
à Introduction of EMIS
à Reliability and timeliness of data
à No information on learning outcomes
à No systematic analysis of EMIS data 

� Take stock of changes in the 14 accountability relationships
o Significant changes: 0; Minor changes: 6; No change: 8.











Applying the framework: Identifying lessons from the 
experiences of comparator countries

� A similar review carried out for each of the comparator countries
� Lessons identified on how each of the 14 accountability 

relationships can be strengthened. 

� Distilled 5 key policy guideposts for Nigeria:
1. Stability of core political leadership is crucial (Brazil)
2. Invest in quality education data and assessment systems
3. Take on the difficult and controversial issue of teacher 

accountability (Indonesia, India)
4. Genuine school autonomy can improve learning outcomes
5. Real decentralisation is powerful but requires strong 

financial & outcome monitoring systems



Identifying lessons from the experiences of comparator 
countries – an example: Decentralisation

Real decentralisation is powerful but requires strong financial & outcome 
monitoring systems
The Nigeria case study:
� Many government agencies involved in education delivery
� Overlapping roles and responsibilities
� No systematic monitoring of functions
� Little clarity on resource flows to education
� Local government has little authority
� Lack of reliability in financial transfers from the Centre to the States
The Comparator case studies: 
� How to create an extensive monitoring system (Brazil)
� The pitfalls of inappropriate staffing patterns (India)
� How to split responsibilities: Centre sets norms and standards; 

municipalities/provinces have flexibility in how to deliver them (Indonesia, 
Brazil)

� Education financing: how to redress regional imbalances (Brazil, South Africa)



A few points for discussion

� Is this a useful way to synthesise evidence at the system-level, 
especially given the renewed interest in systems and political 
economy?
– How does it dovetail with Pritchett & Crawfurd’s et al RISE work? 

÷ Can we combine their 4x4 with our 14 arrows è 224 “essential” 
components of accountability and governance?   

÷ Trade off between simplicity/understandability and 
complexity/accuracy/systemic. Need both.

÷ Political Economy implies a more historical approach than many 
of us are used to

÷ On the other hand… The Checklist Manifesto has merit
– Mindful of critiques, e.g. Fox (2016) for Social Accountability è

dealing with amorphous power and multiple principals
– Tactical vs. Strategic approaches 
– WDR 2018 on Education “Technical and Political”
– Words and Language matter and have meaning, tensions (ES) 20



Words and Language matter and have historical and contextual 
meanings and tensions 

. 
– On a recent project, an El Salvadoran government minister, a client, requested language 

changes in a prescriptive study for policy implementation of an administrative decentralization 
strategy for public schools:
÷ He had his own definition of “devolution” for instance. He insisted on our using this definition, 

even though it ran counter to 30 years of literature in the field by both scholars and 
practitioners

÷ The policy analysts (i.e. ME)  were torn between being “right” and being “effective” and 
“client oriented”

÷ Could not use the word “privatization” even as part of a conceptual framework: “If anyone 
wants to put the brakes on any reform, they just need to find a way to call it ‘privatization’”

– This experience and others invokes the following questions: 
÷ How does the language used by development professionals and academics impede 

adoption of development advice?
÷ What do policy studies and other research to date say or imply about language use and 

policy implementation problems.
÷ If so, how can such a problem be mitigated by policy analysts and incorporated into 

research designs and proposals in ways more rigorous than merely “spinning” policy 
concepts for specific audiences?

÷ Since Pressman and Wildavsky’ s (1973) classic examination of policy implementation failure of a US 
federal government social service program in Oakland, California, the important relationship between 
cognition and policy implementation have been noted by scholars



From Lant Pritchett and Lee Crawfurd (2016)



Action Steps as per 
Pritchett et al

Applied MeE principle here, relevant to a systems
reform, but incorporating more PE will complicate!

Reason back from a 
stated goal of a stated 
size

Clever implementers narrow goal to achieve success. Generalizability problem: success, 
but on a narrow front. What might be a valuable not-too-narrow goal? We would 
propose 2nd or 3rd grade reading and mathematics, as per the experience of Pratham, 
others, and to try to achieve effect sizes of 0.5 on a system-wide reform, in 5 years.

Reverse-engineer to 
the instruments

Minimum possible set of likely instruments (bare-bones) as noted.  Explore the details, 
commit, but re-jigger as one goes along both for technical and PE reasons. 

Design a project In this case, we mean design a reform as a project. This will require paying attention to 
both the “boxes” and the “arrows” in the bare-bones flow chart, and the PE and the 
conditions of institutionalization.

Design by crawling the 
design space, but also 
the implementation 
space

Systems reform: crawling the implementation space is what ultimately designs. To 
make the project evaluable in the judicial or “congressional-hearing” sense that we 
propose, the initial design or plan, the crawling, and the redesigns or re-strategizing 
that results all have to be extremely carefully documented. Crawling, in a systems 
reform, is not just about trying different technical approaches, but re-strategizing the 
alliances, the motivations, the systems tolerances to the change, etc. 

Specify the design 
space and select 
alternative designs

Not sure this is as important for a systems reform implementation project as for a 
“technical” project. In a system reform project, propose start with well-specified bare-
bones system, based on best current research on “pilot” projects, that we think can do 
the trick. The crawling, then, is around the details of implementation space and the 
political economy.

Strategically crawl 
design space: Pre-
specify how implemen-
tation and learning will 
be synchronized

This strikes us as perhaps the most important aspect if one is to make the whole project 
evaluable using the judicial approach we propose. The crawling happens over time and, 
since how the options branch out is not foreseeable, at each junction the nature of the 
options, and the decision taken, has to be documented, for a judicial approach to 
establishing causality to work.


